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SAP HANA® TDI certified

When you deploy SAP HANA, you must deploy the 
environment on certified hardware. HPE GreenLake for 
Block Storage is certified and can scale up to a massive 
120 production SAP HANA nodes in a tiny footprint.

Excellent performance

SAP HANA environments are very demanding. With 
SAP HANA, your persistent storage must be able to consume 
huge chunks of data and handle high IOPS. HPE block 
storage is tuned and ready for both savepoints and log 
storage in your SAP HANA environment.

Full stack availability

Easily tackle SAP HANA workloads with compute and 
storage shipped as an appliance and tuned for your 
SAP HANA workload.

Simplified management

SAP HANA environments are complex and at times 
hard to manage. Simplify storage management with 
cloud operational experience on-premises and save 
98% operational time with intent-based provisioning, 
which requires less storage expertise to provision your 
SAP HANA volumes.* In addition, Zerto solutions offer 
efficient disaster recovery and ransomware recovery for 
SAP HANA running on any virtualized infrastructure, 
including HPE GreenLake for Block Storage.

100% guaranteed uptime*

SAP HANA environments must be available, or your 
company will have unplanned downtime, which ultimately 
means a loss of revenue. Run your SAP® environment 
on HPE GreenLake for Block Storage, which has a 100% 
availability guarantee. Nobody else has a 100% availability 
guarantee, period.

Built-in AI

Hewlett Packard Enterprise has built AI into all HPE GreenLake 
for Block Storage services. As a matter of fact, 86% of 
issues are predicted and resolved automatically,* keeping 
your SAP environments running smoothly without 
disruptions.

Hybrid cloud ready

HPE GreenLake for Block Storage is cloud ready. You 
can easily deploy your SAP workload on-premises, 
create a dev/test environment, and back up to the cloud, 
offering you unparalleled flexibility in how to deploy 
your SAP workload.

Solution brief

Seven reasons to deploy SAP workloads on 
HPE GreenLake for Block Storage
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* hpe.com/us/en/greenlake/block-storage-service.html
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